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About DFX
DESIRED FX is a more eco-friendly and more sustainable SFX
Make-up company, a pandemic born company released in
December 2020 founded by Dea Desideria. 

Our goal is to make make-up industry to be more eco friendly,
especially in the special effect department. It is an ambitious goal!
That's why we can't do this alone.

We are currently supporting more than 15 artists to bring them a
passive income!

Our SFX temporary tattoo and designs has been used in Film / TV
series such as Disney+, Hulu. Our Products were displayed at
Prosthetic Event 2021

We keep inventing ways to be more eco-friendly and sustainable! 

https://www.desiredfx.co.uk/eco-friendly-sustainability



About the Founder
Dea Desideria (Dee) graduated from Arts Univeristy of
Bournemouth (2020). She saw how the pandemic
affected the industry and how it is hard for new
graduates to find jobs and this led to the birth of Desired
FX. Starting with the release of SFX temporary tattoo the
focus was customisation, affordable, and hygienic. We
also sell the temporary tattoo individually so we can
produce less waste! Eco conscious in every decision
making. 

She also currently working as a freelance make-up artist
at Studio Sangeet and worked in various film/tv shows. 



The Wholesale Programme

or

Our Stockists: https://www.desiredfx.co.uk/store-finder



We want you to have an ease of mind! That's why we are working with the Ankorstore and giving you
a £300.00 voucher for your first order! It's risk-free! How you ask? You are able to purchase £300.00
worth of products for only £1.00 thanks to Ankorstore's promotion. From these stocks, you can try to
sell them to your customer at full price, there's no need for you to give any extra payment to DFX as
Ankorstore will cover it for you. You will be able to hear back from your customer about what they
think of the products, what's the best seller, etc! 

If you have more question about this, feel free to contact us. 

Voucher code LIFT-NUPVLKFF

https://www.ankorstore.com/brand/desired-fx-19705



TOTAL ORDER DISCOUNT YOU WILL GET

£100.00 OR MORE 40%

£ 50.00 - £ 99.99 25%

£25.00 - £49.99 20%

£ 1.00 - £ 24.99 10%

Through DFX / Your Next Restock!
Our Pricelist are based from our website

www.desiredfx.co.uk





https://www.desiredfx.co.uk/temporary-tattoo

https://www.desiredfx.co.uk/special-effect-
makeup-temporary-tattoo

https://www.desiredfx.co.uk/encapsulated-
silicone-prosthetic

We are Different!
Our temporary tattoos are
printed with plant based ink
that is safe for the
atmosphere unlike regular
printers!
Recyclable!
Plastic free packaging for all
temporary tattoos, For
prosthetic just 4 dots of glue
gun!
A lot of our tattoos were
designed by small artists and
we also reuse artist's silicone
mould and give them
commission from each sale!



Contact us!

Email: contact.desired.fx@gmail.com
07751819361
www.desiredfx.co.uk


